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TAROT CARDS
ANGEL
WISDOM
TAROT

TOUCHSTONE
TAROT
DELUXE SET

by Radleigh Valentine (Auth)
& Dan Craig (Art)
RRP:$48.00
9781401956707
Hay House
Tarot Deck
This new angel tarot deck from Radleigh Valentine, author of ARCHANGEL POWER TAROT CARDS, will appeal to traditionalists, newcomers to tarot, and card
readers looking for something unique. Radleigh draws from the long history of tarot
to ensure each card is full of rich symbolism, while also removing the fear-based
imagery and words that scare off new readers.

by Kat Black
RRP:$60.00
9781572819986
U.S. Games Systems
Tarot Set

For TOUCHSTONE TAROT, Kat Black created sumptuous tarot collages from
Baroque masterpieces, bringing new layers of meaning to readings. The sensual
portraits are imbued with subtle facial expressions and nuances that can help the
reader intuitively connect with the cards. Familiar Rider-Waite-Smith imagery makes
Touchstone Tarot accessible for readers at every level of experience.

INSIGHT
TAROT SET

WHITE WITCH
TAROT SET

by Stanislav Reshetnikov
RRP:$85.00
9780764360022
Schiffer Publishing
Tarot Set

by Maja D'Aoust
RRP:$60.00
9780764353673
Red Feather
Tarot Set

In this exciting 78-card Tarot deck of fully illustrated Majors and thematic Minors,
you will find that structural and logical methods represent the answer to these
questions and help readers modify behaviours to best suit successful encounters
with real-life situations.

Use the transformative and healing power of the white witch as White Witch Maja
D’Aoust explores the 22 Major Arcana archetypes of the Tarot through meditative
art and channelled mysteries in this stunning black and gold deck and companion
guide.

ORACLE CARDS

ELEMENTAL
ORACLE CARDS
by Stacey Demarco (Auth)
& Kinga Britschgi
RRP:$35.00
9781925924688
Rockpool Publishing
Cards

Combining the ancient key energies of the elements with science gives us a unique
and authentic new way to work with them. Each card features an ancient word of
power from the Greek, Roman, Egyptian, Norse or Celt traditions to enliven it.

NATURE AND SOUL
YOGA WISDOM
CARDS
by Alison Denicola
RRP:$55.00
9781646710102
US Games Systems
Cards

The NATURE AND SOUL YOGA WISDOM CARDS is a vibrant set of 40 cards
created to explore the divine union of natural elements and yoga for messaging,
inspiration and insight. In this deck, familiar yoga postures are visually merged with
powerful animal archetypes and earth images to bring a deeper perspective to your
yoga and meditation practice.

SEASONS OF
THE WITCH SAMHAIN
ORACLE CARDS
by Lorraine Anderson
& Juliet Diaz
& Giada Rose
RRP:$35.00
9781925924657
Rockpool Publishing
Cards
Unlock of the power of Samhain energy every night of the year through these stunning cards and engaging guidebook, co-created by Juliet Diaz, author of THE
WITCHERY. Samhain is one of the most enigmatic and magical pagan nights of the
year for performing divination, ritual and spells.

MOTHER EARTH
MANDALA ORACLE
by Fanny Menardi
RRP:$55.00
9781646710027
U.S. Games Systems
Cards

The 44 artworks are inspired by Mother Nature's wonders, worldwide cultural symbols and sacred geometry patterns. Each card is an energetic tool with a powerful
vibration delivering self-empowering messages connected to your soul, a channel
between you and the magic of the universe.
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BOOKS
ART AND SCIENCE
OF MEDITATION

POWER
OF AWAKENING

by Lisa Erickson
RRP:$38.00
9780738761398
Llewellyn
Paperback
312 pages

by Wayne Dyer
RRP:$32.00
9781401961695
Hay House
Paperback
208 pages

The ART & SCIENCE OF MEDITATION is your ideal resource for learning about a
wide variety of topics, including the origins of meditation, an overview of the scientific research on it, advice for overcoming common obstacles, guidance for choosing
meditation teachers and retreats, and more.

AROHA
by Hinemoa Elder
RRP:$30.00
9780143775225
Penguin
Hardback
240 pages
Discover traditional Māori philosophy through 52 whakatauki - simple, powerful life
lessons, one for every week. Each one is retold by respected Māori psychiatrist Dr
Hinemoa Elder to show how we can live a less stressful daily life, with more contentment and kindness for each other and the planet.

Beloved spiritual teacher Dr. Wayne W. Dyer often shared his thoughts on the path
and practice of enlightenment during his writings and presentations. He'd say, "This
is not about self-help. It's about self-realization, which is way beyond self-help."

GATEWAYS
TO THE SOUL
by Serge Beddington-Behrens
RRP:$33.00
9781644110454
Findhorn Press
Paperback
336 pages
Sharing inspirational stories from his own personal journey of becoming a transpersonal psychotherapist, shaman, and activist, Serge Beddington-Behrens shows
you how, by transforming your inner world, you begin creating important positive
ripples that reverberate around all areas of your outer one.

KEY TO
THE TAROT

TAROT
HEALER

by Arthur Waite
RRP:$24.00
9781846046520
Rider
Hardback
176 pages

by Leeza Robertson
RRP:$38.00
9780738763767
Llewellyn
Paperback
312 pages

This practical book explains the history and symbolism of the tarot deck as well as
providing a step-by-step guide to using the cards for divination practices. From
mapping out your next career move to discovering your true passion in life, this is
your key to harnessing the power of the tarot.

Leeza Robertson presents the three parts of tarot as the main three aspects of
healing work--the majors represent the issue, the court cards are avatars for you
and those journeying with you, and the minors outline the daily actions and mental
and emotional steps needed for better wellness.

REMOTE
HEALING

INTIMATE CONVERSATIONS
WITH THE DIVINE

by Maria Sagi
RRP:$37.00
9781620559512
Healing Arts Press
Paperback
216 pages

by Caroline Myss
RRP:$32.00
9781401962562
Hay House
Paperback
304 pages

In this practical guide to the Sagi method of information medicine, Maria Sagi,
Ph.D., reveals that nonlocal healing is a quantum science that works through the
transmission of information and that its effects can be controlled and verified.

Caroline Myss draws on her own practice to help us regain our fluency in the
language of prayer and renew our connection to the sacred. INTIMATE CONVERSATIONS WITH THE DIVINE offers 100 of Myss's personal prayers as a resource
and inspiration to start a prayer practice of your own.

MOON
POWER

BLISS
BRAIN

by Merilyn Keskula
RRP:$28.00
9781783253401
Aster
Paperback
160 pages

by Dawson Church
RRP:$32.00
9781401961664
Hay House
Paperback
315 pages

The Moon gives us a map to a cyclical way of living; the blueprint for a life that
breathes in harmony with the rhythm of the natural world around us. She teaches us
about the importance of embracing quiet and reflective times as much as celebrating the times we experience life in its fullest expression.

In BLISS BRAIN, famed researcher Dawson Church digs deep into leading-edge
science, and finds stunning evidence of rapid and radical brain change. In just eight
weeks of practice, 12 minutes a day, using the right techniques, we can produce
measurable changes in our brains.
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BOOKS
CANNABIS
IS MEDICINE

CBD SKINCARE
SOLUTION

by Dr Bonni Goldstein
RRP:$38.00
9781472276629
Hachette Australia
Paperback
320 pages

by Dr Manisha Singal
RRP:$32.00
9780738764887
Llewellyn
Paperback
216 pages

In CANNABIS IS MEDICINE, medical cannabis specialist Bonni Goldstein, MD,
explains the science behind the use of this amazingly therapeutic plant and describes in easy-to-understand detail the recently discovered endocannabinoid
system, involved in almost every human physiological process.

BEHIND THE
HOROSCOPE
by Wendell Perry
RRP:$40.00
9780738764221
Llewellyn
Paperback
264 pages
While many books take a simple look at the astrological houses and what their
placements mean, this unique guide shows you how they're part of an interwoven
tapestry that tells your life's story

Enjoy healthier and more beautiful skin with this book's innovative approach to
using cannabidiol, or CBD oil, for improved wellness. An accomplished doctor who
has years of experience with CBD oil, Dr. Manisha Singal presents a comprehensive explanation of what it is and isn't, where it comes from, and how it works.

DISCOVER THE
ASPECT PATTERN
IN YOUR BIRTH CHART
by Glenn Mitchell
RRP:$48.00
9780738762883
Llewellyn
Paperback
336 pages
Featuring over one hundred charts and many clarifying examples, this practical
guide shows you how to read a birth chart with confidence by presenting the eight
basic planetary patterns and what they mean.

KINESIC
MAGIC

REBEL ANGELS
AMONG US

by Donald Tyson
RRP:$54.00
9780738764139
Llewellyn
Paperback
336 pages

by Timothy Wyllie
RRP:$37.00
9781591433668
Bear & Co
Paperback
344 pages

KINESIC MAGIC shares over 200 practical exercises that will teach you how to
energize your body and mind, call forth the powers of the elements and planets,
command spirits, bring comfort and healing to the sick, and exorcise demons.

Writing together with Timothy Wyllie, the angel Georgia details the events of
Earth's ancient history during the fall of Atlantis - Reveals, in detail, the devolution
of Atlantean life during its society's decline, the calamities that enveloped the civilization, and the migration of this sophisticated culture to other areas of the planet

MINDFUL
MAMA

PLAYING CARD
DIVINATION

by Lleana Abrev
RRP:$36.00
9780738762463
Llewellyn
Paperback
336 pages

by Stephen Ball
RRP:$34.00
9780738764900
Llewellyn
Paperback
312 pages

MINDFUL MAMA helps you overcome challenges, relieve stress, and support your
little one's growth into a positive, resilient person. You'll also find tips and techniques for women trying to become pregnant and for the first few weeks after birth.

Turn a standard deck of playing cards into a colorful divinatory system filled with
inspiration, adventure, insight, and advice. In Playing Card Divination, each number
card represents a mythic role (Hunter, Lover, Healer, Trickster, etc.) and each suit
gives an action for that role (Promise, Gambit, Folly, Triumph).

PSYCHIC
YOGA

OF BLOOD
AND BONES

by Shannon Yrizarry
RRP:$38.00
9780738764467
Llewellyn
Paperback
288 pages

by Kate Freuler
RRP:$40.00
9780738763637
Llewellyn
Paperback
312 pages

Develop your psychic abilities and raise your frequency with nearly one hundred
easy-to-use yoga poses that activate your chakras. This accessible guide presents
a powerful fusion of intuition, yoga, and chakra work that makes it easy to heighten
your natural gifts, heal yourself, and overcome your biggest challenges.

OF BLOOD AND BONES explores misunderstood topics such as ethically collecting and using animal parts and bones, blood magick, dark moon energy, hexing,
scrying, dark deities, graveyard dirt, spells to assist the crossing of a dying loved
one, and much more.
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ORACLE CARDS

GEMSTONE GUARDIANS CARDS
AND YOUR SOUL PURPOSE

MAHABHARATA
ORACLE SET

by Margaret Ann Lembo
RRP:$35.00
9781644110676
Llewellyn
Findhorn Press
Cards

by Gita Rash
RRP:$60.00
9780764359613
Schiffer Publishing
Cards

Provides insights and understanding to support you in your soul purpose and encourages self-empowerment to propel you into fulfilling your sacred agreements
with the divine GEMSTONE GUARDIANS CARDS AND YOUR SOUL PURPOSE
presents a hands-on way to engage in discovering and deepening your soul purpose.

A master lesson in life is now accessible with 36 illustrated cards and a guidebook
by veteran medium Gita Rash. As the first oracle deck on this subject, beginners as
well as advanced card readers can execute powerful divination through work with
the archetypes and concepts offered in this oldest recorded document in existence the Mahabharata.

CHERYL LEE HARNISH

DIVINE GUIDANCE
ORACLE CARDS

PATH OF THE SOUL
DESTINY CARDS

RETURN OF SPIRIT
ORACLE CARDS

by Cheryl Lee Harnish
RRP:$45.00
9780978304737
Spirit's Way Designs
Cards

by Cheryl Lee Harnish
RRP:$45.00
9780978304706
Spirit's Way Designs
Cards

by Cheryl Lee Harnish
RRP:$45.00
9780978304744
Spirit's Way Designs
Cards

Develop your psychic abilities and raise your
frequency with nearly one hundred easy-to-use
yoga poses that activate your chakras. This
accessible guide presents a powerful fusion of
intuition, yoga, and chakra work that makes it
easy to heighten your natural gifts, heal yourself,
and overcome your biggest challenges.

Each card in this exquisite deck contains an
intuitively channelled “Fractal Energy Art” image,
which emanates a unique vibration and meaning.
Perfect for both self-counsel and professional
readings, the cards create stunning spreads and
are extremely easy to read and interpret.

This deck focuses on the personal, emotional,
and daily challenges of life. The messages are
three times longer than in the previous decks,
providing in-depth, detailed guidance and explanation. The booklet is now a paperback in miniature size. 44 gold gilded cards and guidebook

ORACLE CARDS

INSPIRATIONAL
VISIONS
ORACLE CARDS

MESSENGER
ORACLE CARDS
ANNIVERSARY EDITION

by Judy Mastrangelo
RRP:$75.00
9780764360008
Schiffer Publishing
Cards

by Ravynne Phelan
RRP:$45.00
9780648746737
Blue Angel Gallery
Cards

Do you have hidden wishes and desires that have been elusive since your youth?
Now there is an inspirational oracle that will take you on an exciting adventure of
self-discovery and enlightenment! Explore your unique gifts through 50 stunning
oracle cards and a quick-and-easy guidebook with whimsical messages that will
help you enhance your life and express your deepest feelings.

MESSENGER ORACLE CARDS strengthens our ancient bond with nature and
spirit. These cards are infused with the magic of ancient dragons, elemental fae,
mystical trees and their wild animal kin – they are 'the messengers’ who are here to
guide us back to our true nature and power and to help us reconnect with and
express our inner-most truth.
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